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CONCORDANCE AND HOMOTOPY, I:
FUNDAMENTAL GROUP

M. A. GUTIERREZ

We study the effect of a concordance on the fundamental
group of the manifolds involved.

DEFINITION (A). Two submanifolds X, Y of Mn are said to be
concordant if there is an embedding c: XxI-> MxI(I = [0, 1]) which
is transversal on Mxdl and c~\MnxdI) = Xxdl, c(XxO) = X = 0,
c(Xxϊ)~Yxl.

In [11], a similar definition—that of /-equivalence—is given for
subcomplexes X, Y of a complex M by simply dropping all smooth-
ness hypotheses from definition (A) and replacing them with cellu-
larity hypotheses.

Let now Gγ be a group and Gt its lower central series (cf. § 1).
Define GTO = Π G* and G = GJG^ ("group G± made residually nilpo-
tent")- Observe {GJGif pj is an inverse system where Pi:GJGi+1-+
GJGi is the obvious map. Let G be its limit (nilpotent completion)
which is, in general, uncountable. There is a natural inclusion G—>
G. In particular, if S is a space, define π(S) = ̂ (SO/friCS)]*, and
π(S) = KOSOr.

DEFINITION (B). TWO (finitely generated) groups are I-equivalent
if their nilpotent completions are isomorphic.

Let now I , 7 be subcomplexes of M. If we have some sort
of Alexander duality (v. gr. M a manifold), so that we can prove
Hq(M - X)** Hq(M - Y), then [11], If X and Y are I-equivalent
so are π(M — X) and π(M — Y). The moral here is that we might
as well work with residually nilpotent groups. This we shall assume
hereafter so that we have no need of writing "G/' for a group G.
We have in mind extending the above results to concordances: let
be the free group in letters xlf , xr. Define G(xl9 , xr) (or G(x))
as the free product G*Φ. Let 9,: G(x) —• Z be the map defined by
dJG — 0, dt(Xj) = δtj. Let now W — {wlf , wr} be an r-element
subset of G(x), and let NW be the smallest normal subgroup of
G(x) containing W. Assume the integral matrix ||diW/|| satisfies

(1) det||3<w i | | = ± l .

Define G(ξl9 , ξr\ (or G(ξ\) as the quotient G(x)/NW. Let
G(ξ) = G(f)1/G(f)00, a residually nilpotent group. If i: G -> G(ξ) is the
m&'pG--+G(x)->G(x)INW--*G(ζ)JG(ζ)oo, we prove i is monic and
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76 M. A. GUTIERREZ

G. If we identify G with i(G), G(ξ) is generated in G by G
and the ξj = xrNW. By analogy we say G(ξ) is an algebraic exten-
sion of G. For residually nilpotent groups, the Artin approach, as
outlined in [6; VI, §§ 1, 2] shows the existence of an algebraic closure
G which, as in field theory, is countable if G is. It is easy to see
that since G(ξ) £ G, for all systems {wj satisfying (1), then G £ G.
This process resembles the algebraic and analytic closures of the
field Q if we write Q = algebraic closure of Q (countable) and Q =
C, the complex numbers (uncountable).

It turns out that if we use the following,

DEFINITION (C). TWO (finitely presented) groups are concordant
if their algebraic closures are isomorphic, then we can prove

If X and Y are concordant submanifolds of M, then π(M — X)
and π(M — Y) are also concordant.

Actually something stronger holds: let μly — -,μn be generators
of J2i(Λf — X) and let μt e π(M — X) project on μt(l £i <>ri). Then
G — π(M — X) and H = π(M — Y) have a common finite algebraic
extension K, obtained from G (or H) by adding roots to equations
of the form v~xμiάv — xβ (v e G(xlf , xr)9 j — 1, , r ) . We do not
know if all algebraic extensions are of this form, so we make

DEFINITION (D). TWO groups G and H are simply concordant
if we can choose μί9 , μr 6 G} vί9 —>,vreH so that G/G2 ̂  H/H2 is
generated by the μά (or the Vj) and if G and H have a common
algebraic extension G(ξu , £,) ** H(ηl9 •• f ^ ί ) where the ξ and η
are roots to equations

I ^ ΰ ^s, 1 £k <*t, 1 ^ i, , iΛ <; r, ?;,• e G(a?), w& e
For PL concordances of submanifolds X, Y the groups π{M — X)

and π(M — Y) are simply concordant.
We describe this in § 1 and § 2; the generators and relations

added to G correspond to the minima and saddle points of the con-
cordance. Those generators and relations added to H (or removed
from G{ξ)) correspond to singularities of index n and n — 1 (maxima
and saddle points). In § 3 we study the case G = free and we give
an application to links in § 4. In [4] we study a generalization of
the algebraic problem.

We use the following conventions: x means x is to be deleted, #
is the connected sum of manifolds, + their disjoint union. All
homology is integral.

This is the first of two articles; in part II we hope to study
the homotopy system of M — X in the sense of [13].
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1* Algebraic extensions* Let Gx be a group and let A and B
be subsets of it. Define NA (or NGA if the context is not clear) to
be the intersection of all normal subgroups of G± containing A. The
group NA is called the normal closure of A. If C is the subset
{[α, 6] = αδα"16"1: α e A, δ e £}, we write [A, 5] for NC. Notice [A, 5]
is a normal subgroup even if A or 5 are not groups.

Inductively the lower central series of Gι is defined by G* =
[G19 Gγ_J and GTO = Π G<. We say GL is residually nilpotent if G ^ ^
1. We work with residually nilpotent groups. For any group we
write G = GJG^ and G is always residually nilpotent. If Gx has a
presentation <α?*: r 5 >, we write (xt: ri)p for a presentation of G of
the form {xt: rh sk), where G^ = NGl{sk}. If S is an arc connected

mplex, π(S) is π^/lπ^S)]^
The inclusions Gi+ί Q Ĝ  induce maps pt: GJGi+1 —> Cri/Cr* and
t; Pi) is an inverse system. Let G be its limit. We justify

this notation: a typical element of G is a sequence (^iGi)<^2 of cosets
<7i = QiGt 6 GJL/G, subject to the condition that Pi(gi+1) = gt. Let Jn —
{(&)e&:gteGn_t for i ^ 2}. Then J% is a central series (i.e., G = Jlf

[Jlf J%_J £ JΛ) and so Gn £ J% because {GJ is the ίowβr central
series [7; Ch. 5]. Since n Λ = l G is residually nilpotent. Notice
Q —> (g, 9, * ) defines a homomorphism G1->G with kernel G^ so
G ζZ G. Further, if G is finitely generated then (G)n = (GJ~ = Jn

and GJGn p& G/Gn. A proof can be found in [0].
In our applications we deal with fundamental groups of compact

complexes and so, unless otherwise specified, all our groups are
finitely generated. In particular G need not be finitely generated if
G is, in fact G tends to be of a cardinality bigger than that of G.

If Ax is any group and if we have a family at\ GJGn -> AJAn

of isomorphisms which commute with the pt then the at define an
embedding a:A->G with GQa(A). The converse however, is not
true.

If A £ G is a subgroup and Σ Q G is a subset, let A{Σ) be the
subgroup generated by A and Σ.

LEMMA 1. Let G be a residually nilpotent group and let W =
{wl} , wr}QG(xlf , xr) satisfy (1). Then the map G->G(ζ19 •••,&.)
is monic.

Proof. Sequence 1 ~> NW-> G(x) -^ GOfX—> 1 gives rise to a
homology sequence

Hfi(x) -?U HtG(ξ\ —» NWI[ W, G(x)]
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W, j " are induced maps) (cf. [11; (2.1)]). Let i:G->G(ξ\ be the
map j\G. Since H2G{x) = H2G and Hfi{x) = HxG(BZr, and i " - £",
j ' = i' + 0(0: Zr ~->ϋ), sequence (2) becomes

# 2 G — fl"aG(f)i > #W7 [ W, G(x)] - ^ Zr > 0 .

If v e NW, by definition we may write v = I L vkw
ηι^viι. Then,

if εz = Σijfc=z ^ VΞKiji.. -wjr mod [W, G(x)] and then ε(v) = fo, , εr)
is an isomorphism. Thus, by (2), ifr\ H2G -^ Hfiiξ)^ is onto. On the
other hand, by (1), i'\ HXG —> H1G(ξ\ is an isomorphism. In that
fashion l:G-+G(ξ) satisfies the hypothesis of [11; Thm. (3.1)] and
so G C G(ξ)J[G(ξ)]M and so G C G(ξ).

Hereafter we deal with G(ξ) only.
We say the ξ19 , & are solutions of the system of equations

Wi = 1, , wr — 1. If ξeG we use isomorphism G/G,fc ^ G/GA to
define f{k) as fGfc e G/Gfc. If ξ, η e G, ξ = 57 iff f(fc) - ^(fc) for all k.

Consider W = {wt}f W = {wί} (i = 1, , r) subsets of G(x19

••'fxr) satisfying (1). We say that W is equivalent to Wf if we
can get from one to the other by finitely many steps involving

( i ) A permutation of the xi9

(ii) A permutation of the w3 ,
(iii) Replace xt by a?<a?J (i Φ j , ε = ±1),
(iv) Replace wt by wtWj (i Φ 3, ε — ±1),

or their inverses, (cf. [7; §3.3].)
Clearly the operations described above establish a Nielsen trans-

formation (loc. cit.) of G(ξ) into G(ξ') which is, in particular, an
isomorphism. Matrix | | 3 ^ - ] | is a permutation matrix times a pro-
duct of elementary matrices. By an operation of type (ii) we change
\\diWj\\ to a product of elementary matrices and operations of type
(iv) finally reduce it to the identity, that is we may assume our
system is equivalent to one of the form {cc^Γ1}, where dlcvt = 0 for
all i, ft. Generally we write this as

( 3 ) w%: x% = Vi(xa) (i, a = 1, , r) .

If dkv% = 0, we may wr i te vt as Π i ^ ϋ f c %i)m9u where the Mόi

are commutators involving one of t h e xμ and gL£G (see [7; p . 352

eq. (7) Thm. 5.14]).

LEMMA 3. Let {ξί9 , ξr} and {η19 , ηr} be elements of G which
are solutions to (3). Then ξt — rj^i = 1, , r) .

Proof. For any ft ^ 1, consider &k) and ^Λ > in G/Gk. Elements
ξik) and η[k) are solutions to (3) in G/Gk too; as a result
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i>,(f?}))fc mod Gk .

Now, each MH(gv, vμ) is a product N£](gσ) ΐ[βM-iβ(gv9 xμ), where
ji 6 G2 and M iβ e G(a?)8

By repeating this procedure k times, we obtain

( 4 ) fίw = ΠJV/ί)...
i ί

where NJf e Gα+1 and so ξlk) equals (4) in G/Gk. A similar reasoning
applied to τjt shows ηlk) is also given by expression (4) and so ξι

t

k) —
ηίk) for all k.

We now repeat some of the results of [6; VII § 1] for algebraic
extensions adapted to the present context. We say that ξ e G is an
algebraic element if we can find a system (3) with solutions ξl9 •••,£,.
and ξ — £t. Let G Q A £ G; we say that A is an algebraic extension
of G if there exists a set Σ of algebraic elements such that A=G{Σ}.
If Σ is finite we say A is a finite extension. If A and B are alge-
braic extensions of G, any homomorphism A —> B leaving G fixed is
said to be over G.

REMARKS (1). Let G be a finitely generated residually nilpotent
group and let A Q G contain G. Then the following are equivalent

(ALG 1) A is an algebraic extension of G ,

(ALG 2) NAG = A, and

(ALG 3) incl*: H^G; Z) -> H^A; Z) is an isomorphism.

Clearly (1) implies (2). Assume (2); let ateA be generators for A.
Then there exist giS e G, ati e A (finite j for a fixed i) such that
a,i = ΠjOLisgtjCLϊ}. Let at = ΠίgiteG. Since at = (c^Sr 1 )-^, α< Ξ ά<

mod A2 and G/G2 —> A/A2 is an isomorphism. Finally if (3) holds,
let a e A. Then HX(G) —> JΪ^Gία}) is an isomorphism. Let a? be a
letter and consider the epimorphism over G, G(x) —> G{a} which sends
x to α. Let K be its kernel. By hypothesis there exists r e K
with 3αr = 1. Then K = iVG(a.){r, s j for some s& e G{x) with 3αs& =
0. Consider G(ξ) = [G(fic)/-Wβ(β>r]p C G. By Lemma (3) G(f) is isomor-
phic to G{a} ([11; (3.4)]). Thus α is algebraic.

( 2 ) If we work with finitely generated A, conditions (ALG 2)
and (ALG 3) are equivalent to "A is a finite extension of G".

( 3 ) The above remarks show that a finite extension can be
obtained from a finite sequence of simple extensions. We can also
define algebraic elements intrinsically.
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DEFINITION. We say ξeG is algebraic if ξeNG[ξ}G. If not we
say ζ is transcendental.

(4) A residually nilpotent and finitely generated group A is a
finite extension of G if and only if there exist isomorphisms #έ: G/Gi—>
A/Ai for all i which commute with the pt: X/Xi+1 -> X/Xt In fact,
if the θi exist they define and embedding A —• G containing G and
A satisfies (ALG 3). Conversely, if G £ A £ G satisfies (ALG 3)
[4; Lemma 7] implies that Hfi —> H2A is onto and [11, (3.4)] guaran-
tees that inclusion induces isomorphisms G/Gt —> A/Ai which, being
canonical, commute with the pim

DEFINITION. A class i f of extensions A £ B(G £ A, B £ G) is
said to be distinguished if it satisfies the following conditions:

( i ) Let G £ A £ B be a tower of subgroups of G; extension
G £ B is in <g* if and only if (? £ A and A £ 5 are in ΐf.

(ii) If G £ A is in ^ and if i? is any subgroup of G contain-
ing G, then B £ £{A} is in 9f.

LEMMA 4. The class i f of algebraic extensions is distinguished.

Proof. ( i ) If B is algebraic and A £ B, it follows from the
above remarks that all the elements of A are algebraic. Conversely,
if A is algebraic and B is algebraic over A, then G/G2-^A/A2-^B/B2

is an isomorphism and B is algebraic over G.
(ii) If αeA, then α e NG[a}G £ NB{a]B and α is algebraic over

Let G be the set of all algebraic elements of G.

PROPOSITION (5). G is a subgroup of G and both G and G are
algebraically closed.

Proof. G is closed by Lemma 1. This facilitates the proof of
the closure of G (which is obviously a group): ξ,ηeG implies they
are elements of a finite algebraic extension A of G. Thus ξrj^eA.
Any finite system WξZG(x) lies in some G(ηlf , τ?s)(x). By Lemma
4 the solutions ζt for it are algebraic over G.

Finally a curious note: Lemma 3 implies algebraic extensions
are "purely inseparable" [6]. Thus it is not surprising that "primi-
tive elements" [6, VII. 6] do not exist; that is, given A = G(ξ,η)
there does not necessarily exist a ζ such that A = G(ζ). The reason
for this is topological in nature as can be seen in the proof of
Theorem 6 below. On the other hand the fact that A is the top
of a tower of simple extensions G £ G(ξ) £ G(ζ, η) is explained topo-
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logically by the "handle exchange lemma". This is of course, just
an analogy (but an interesting one).

2* Concordances* We now prove our main result:

THEOREM 6. Let X, Y be two concordant submanifolds of Sn;
then π(Sn — X) and π(Sn — Y) are simply concordant (n ^ 5).

Proof. If the codimension is not 2, there is nothing to prove.
Notice we may prove the same result on any simply connected
manifold instead of Sn. For the sake of simplicity we prove 6
only for Sn.

Secondly, as remarked by Giffen (6) holds for PL /-equivalences
since any PL concordance fails to be locally flat at finitely many
points where cell replacements in the sense of [10] take place. They
do not affect π(M — X) (ibid.) and so the algebra for the PL case
is the same as that of the PL locally fait case where Morse theory
can be defined.

Let now c: X x /—> Sn x I be a concordance. A point (x, t) e Sn

I is a regular point of c if either (x, t) g Im c or there is a neigh-
borhood J of t in I, a manifold X' and a level preserving embedd-
ing e: X' x J —> Sn x J onto a neighborhood of (x, t) in Im c [8; § 2].
A value 1e1 is regular if (x, t) is a regular point for all x e Sn.
If t is not regular we say t is a critical value.

If there are manifolds XQ(t) and X^t); neighborhoods Jo and Jί

of t in [0, t] and [t, 1] respectively and isotopies g: Xε x Jε -»Sn x
Jε (ε = 0, 1) such that Im c Π {Sn x (Jo U J1)} = Im g0 UlmftU hp, where
hp aSn x {£}, we say £ is a standard critical value of index p (0 ^
p <2 w — 1) if we have a smooth (or PL locally flat) isomorphism

(hp, hp Π Im gOf X Π Im gx) > (Dp x Dr, dDp x D\ Dp x

v/here i) p is the p-disk, dDp = S^"1 and p + r = w — 1, and where
the intersection Im gQ D Im ̂  is the closure of Im gε — h for ε = 0,1.
The result is a p handle attached to XQ in Sn x {t} defining a surgery
to X,. See [8; pp. 433-434] especially Figure 1.

By [8; Lemma 2], we may assume there are finitely many
criticaly values (all standard). Reordering, addition and cancella-
tion of embedded handles are possible and the corresponding re-
sults are proved in [8; § 2] under the hypothesis n ^ 5. Let
tx < < tr be the critical values of c. Write tQ = 0, tr+ί = 1 and
let 0 < ε — 1/2 min | tt — U_x |. Assume Index tt ^ Index ti+1. If p: Sn x
I-> / is the natural projection, let Zt — Sn — (Im c f] p~\t)). If ί, V e
(tif ti+1)f then Zt and ^/ are diffeomorphic. Let Git) = ττ(^); then
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G{t) changes only at the critical values of index 0,1, (n — 3) or n —
2. By duality (turning c upside down) it suffices to describe the
effects of passing through values of index 0 and 1.

The contention is that these changes are algebraic in the sense
of § 1. In fact we prove that for some alf , asy βlf , βn in
G, G{Q){al9 , as} = G{r+1){βlf , /3j is an algebraic extension of G{0)

and G(r+1). As we shall see the equations for a and β are of the
form described in Definition D.

If Index tt — 0, let H = (?(ί._£), H' = Gu.+ε). At tt we introduce
a handle h° of index 0 or a minimum. This means Zt.+ε — Zt._ε —σif

where σt is an unknotted sphere in codimension two in Zt._ε. As a
result Hf = H{yz), where yt is represented by a small loop in Zt._ε

with linking number 1 with σt.
We assume Index U 5g Index ti+ί; let s be the largest subscript

with Index ts — 0. For convenience, let Z = Zts+ε, Zf — Zh+1+ε and
let K, K' be the corresponding groups. Then

(5) K = G0(ylf . - . , i θ .

Let now v be the largest number such that Index ts+v = 1. Clearly
v ^ s since at least s handles of index 0 must be cancelled. Let Xt

be the connected components of X, then Z = Sn — [Xλ + + Xm +
σx + + σs) (t is disjoint union). Z' then can be of two forms
(# is connected sum)

( a ) Z' = S»- {X, + . + (XtpτSi) + + Xm + σx +
+ σti + + σ.) ,

or

(b ) Z' = Sn - {Xx + + XI + + Xm + σx + + σ.) ,

where X[ is obtained from Xt by removing two small disks and
identifying the boundaries by a tube in Z. These are the two
standard forms of a saddle point since possibilities X^Xj and σk%σt

are excluded.
Now π^Z') — π1(Z)/Rf where R is the normal closure of an

element of the form

( 6 ) wdiW^yj1 if (a) is the case

or

(7) wdtW^aT1 if (b) is the case,

where weπ^Z) and at is represented by a fiber of the circle bundle
of XidSn (appropriatedly based).

It follows from (5) and (6) that in case (a), K' is of the form
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G(0)(2/i, •••, yίtf '"fys){Vh^ where ηh is the root of equation (5)
which is of form (3). For case (b) by Alexander duality H2(Z) =
ΣH*-\XS) and Ht{Z') = ΣMH*-\XS) + Hn-%XΪ).

Recall X[ is obtained from Xt by attaching a 1-handle, XI =
X^S*-3 x S1. Thus fl^X,') = ΈL%-\Xύ + #α. Let άeH2Z' be the
element that corresponds to a via duality.

We know that the attached 2-handle must be cancelled by a 3-
handle since X is diffeomorphic to Y and that this 3-handle must
be attached by a map representing a which must, therefore, be a
spherical element of H2Z\ It follows that π1{Z)-^π1{Z') induces
an isomorphism of abelianization and an epimorphism of second
homologies because under the map H2Z

r —> H2πt(Z') defined by Hopf,
a goes to zero. By [11; (2.1)], K — K' in case (b).

In conclusion G{s+v+ε) = Gl0)(ηl9

 β ,^s) where the η% are roots of
equations (6). Clearly then Go is isomorphic to Gr.

COROLLARY 7. // X, YaSn are concordant, G = π(Sn - X),
G' = π(Sn - Γ), then G{ηίy -..,57,} = (?'{&, , ξr) where the 7], ξ are
roots of equations y% — w^wί1, x, = w'όbj(w'3)~ι and the ai9 b3- generate
HtG and Hfi' respectively. In other words G and Gf are simply
concordant.

3* Algebraic extensions of free groups* Let Φ be the free
group (xlf " ,xm:} and h:Φ-^G1 a homomorphism into a finitely
presented group Gx which induces isomorphisms Hq{Φ) —> Hq{G^) for
q = 1, 2. In particular Gx has a preabelian presentation [7] of the
form

( 8 ) (x[, . , χ'm, blf - - , 6,: 6, - A, , K = Bp, Cx - 1, , Cq - 1>

where the Bjy Ck are in the commutator of Ψ = Φ ' ^ , •••, 6P) (Φ' =
{x[, •••, ̂ : > ) and where h(xx) = ViXfa1 for some vteΨ.

Also (8) defines a group G° - <a?I, 6, : δ, = J5y> (1 ^ i £ m, 1 ^
3 ^ 2>) which also satisfies the hypotheses above [5; p. 106]. Further,
the natural epimorphism e: G° —> Gλ induces [11; § 2] isomorphisms
G° —> G and G° .-> G and fe induces (loc. cit.) an isomorphism Φ~+G.
Equations 6y = 2?y satisfy (1) and so G is an algebraic extension of
Φ.

Let now . ^ = Nβ{x[, ••-,$,', , xL} and

LEMMA (8). Let G be a group which is simply concordant to
Φ and assume ( i ) ^ = Zx\ for all i, and (ii) h*: H^Φ^) -> HX{G2) is
an isomorphism. Then xt —> v%x'iVϊι defines an isomorphism Φ —> G
for some vt e G.
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Proof. By hypothesis there exist letters y19 , yr9 z19 , zs

and equations yk — wkx\hWix (wk e G(y)), zι — UtX^ur1 (uι e Φ(z)) such that
G(7}i> ~>Vr)*> Φ(Ci, , C). In fact, G itself is of the form Φ(wl9

ωt) for if ^ — Zx'i then B3e NG{x3: j Φ i} for all i. As a result the
B3 have the form

( 9 ) B3 = Π w , ^ , α ^ 'wϊ;.1 .

In fact recall Ψ - Φ'(61? ---,&,); let ίΓ = ker (?F -> G) the kernel
of the map described by (8). Then, if R5 is the expression on the
right hand side of (9) B3 = R3 mod K, that is

B3 =R3'D

for some D e K.
In D the words bιBr\l — 1, , p) must appear with zero ex-

ponent sum, that is, De[K, Ψ] modulo the Ck9 which in turn lie in
[Ψ, K] = KΠ Φ* since H2{GX) = 0.

If G[ is

then G[ is an epimorphic image of G? and since De [K, Ψ], H2(G?)—>
H2(G[) is an epimorphism (both are zero) and G° -> G' is an isomor-
phism. Thus we may assume B3 has the desired from R3- since D
is a relation in G°. Thus we may present G as <#ί, ctj: ct. = wΊά[Xil9

XklY
ιWιJ1)p> where the w\3 are obtained from the wl3 of (9) by sub-

stituting b3 by Hch. As in §1, <•••>? indicates that the presenta-
tion includes the relations G^ = 1.

Since wl3 [xϊι9 ̂ J(wiy)"1 = [wΊjXΪιf %J [%^ wίy], we may alter the
above presentation to

(10) G = <αί, d,,, el3: dl3 = [ ^ > z, xlj, βzi = fez, w^ ])^

where the w" are obtained from the w' by writing cz i = (dι3el3)
ει.

Finally, let d[3 = d^ α;̂ , ejy = a ̂ e^- Then (10) has the form

(10a) (x[, d'iβ, e'lf. d\3 = ivϊμ^wϊ-Y1, el3 = (iΌ\")xkι{w" Yls)p

where transformation d —> d'x~\ e --> xef throws w" onto w'".
Clearly (10a) has the desired form and G has a presentation

(after relabeling everything)

(x[, ••-9x'm,z19 , zp: z3 = WjxΊ.wj1 , 1 ^ i ^ ί)>^

or

G = <£ , ̂  : z3 = w^^.wj1, rz> ,

where rz = rz(a;, 2) are the remaining relations, No^r^ = GM. Clearly,
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if Ψ = Φ'(z), Tt 6 Ψ2.
Writing w3 = u3xijf relation z3- = WyO .̂wj1 becomes 2y = UjX^.uj1

that is, we may assume a = 0 or ^ - e J ^ . .
Transformations of the form 2y —> xa

kz3xia(k Φ ί3) are Tietze trans-
formations and by use of appropriate values of a we may assume
Wj has zero exponent sum on xk as well, that is w3 e &k.

Our hypothesis (i) implies G2 = f] &t. Let N — NGl{Φ2) then by
(ii) H&% -> iV/fJV, N] -> G2/[iV, JSΓ] -• fl"^ is the identity and in parti-
cular G2 = 2Vβl{Φf}.

Write 7/y = ^^(ίc .̂)"1* By Tietze transformations, (10a) can be
changed to

(10b) (χ[, •--,χ'm,y1, , y9: yP = [w'3f x'ti], r ' >

and wj€ Π^?i so we may write wά = ΠcakijCΓj1, QciSGΦώ We may
assume ci5 e Nβl{y19 , yp}, otherwise ci3- = d e, de N{y3 }, eeΦ.
Redefine ctί as d and kί3 as ek^e'1. In fact we may assume the ci3

have zero exponent sum on the y. If not use Lemma 3 to change
the equation ys — [w'j9 xlj] to ys = [w'f, xf

iβ\ where w" is obtained
from w' by changing yά to [wj, x ί j . Since the solutions of the first
set of equations are also solutions of the second set, Lemma 3
implies this change is allowable. Finally write y) = y3\Πkίp x^]"1.
Then (10b) becomes

(10c) Oί , , x'm, y[y , y'p: y'3 = [vjf x^], r ί">

and the v3 = Π{ci3kί3cϊϊ) (Πki3)~ι where the c are obtained from the
c by the substitution y3 — y3[Πki3, x'tj]. Since the c have zero ex-
ponent sum on the y3, the c have zero exponent number on the y;
in particular ci3 e NGj[ylf •••,#„}.

Let now η3 be the image of y3 in G. We wish to prove that
Ύ]3 e Gn. By (10c) this is so for n = 2. If % e G» then c^ e G» and
then v3 6 Gn + 1 so that rj's = [v3, xfj\ e Gn+2. By induction η3 6GM = 1
and so fe is an isomorphism. This argument is an adaptation of the
proof found in [14; p. 152].

4* An example* Let X be the disjoint union ΣXt of m copies
of the n sphere Sn(n ^ 3). A link is an embedding £f:X->Sn+\
The knots ^^^{X, are called the components of =S^ and ^ ( X ) =
L is sometimes used instead of ^f. The normal bundle of L £ Sn+2

is trivial and so we can extend £f to an embedding ^ : I x D2 —>
Sn+2. Let U = UL be the closure of Sn+2 - L which is a compact
manifold with boundary X x S1. As a result τrx = π^U) is finitely
presented. Similarly, let Ut be the closure of Sn+2 — L? (the mean-
ing of Lίf L is, hopefully, clear); U = fV=i ^ We say ί7 is the
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complement of i ^ .
Inclusion X x S1 —> U induces a homomorphism h:Φ-^πί of

fundamental groups; let pteXt. The loops μt — {pj x S1 (attached
by simple arcs 7, to a basepoint) are generators of a free group Φ'
in π19 and the image of h is in Φ'. Naturally h depends on the
choice of the yt. At any rate h satisfies the hypothesis of [11; (3.1)]
and by §3, π = π(U) is an algebraic extension of Φ; further

PROPOSITION 9. The group π is simply concordant to Φ.

Proof. (Kervaire [5]). By Theorem 3 of [5] it is possible to find
a link Jίf', concordant to the trivial link with π = π(UL>). From
Corollary 7 it follows that π is simply concordant to π(ULQ) = Φ,
where JzfQ is the trivial link. Homomorphism h: Φ —> 7Γ defines a
subgroup h{Φ) of Φf and Φf\hiΦ) is a simple algebraic extension and
so is πjΦr.

COROLLARY 10. Let ^f be a link, π = π(UL). If π^Ut) = Z
for 1 ̂  i ^ m, α^d i/ fe^: H$2—> H^πu 7rJ is α^ isomorphism, then
π is free generated by loops μt — {p^ x S1 attached to a basepoint
by suitable 7*.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 8 and Proposition 9.

LEMMA 11. Let J^f be an arbitrary link) then J^f is concor-
dant to a link satisfying the hypothesis of Corollary 10.

Proof. We can write dU = ΣXt x Sι. Let A be the space
obtained from dU by joining the Xt x S1 by means of arcs 7* to a
basepoint (cf. [3]). Consider diagram

u
(ID

where p(Xj x Sι) is the basepoint for j Φ 1 and p \ Xi x S1 is the
projection on the second coordinate. Triangle (11) can be completed
if and only if

\q*

can be completed. The latter is obvious (by using
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& *Σ*=* Zxk-* Zxt) and so we can find q: U^S1 extending p.
Let z0 be a regular value of q; then Vt — q"\z0) is a compact framed
(n + l)-submanifold of U with boundary p~\Z0) = Xt x zocidU.
Clearly F* is not unique and F* Π Fy Φ φ (unless π(U) = Φ by
Lemma 2 of [3]). We say the Vt are Seifert manifolds for J*f.

For simplicity we assume i = 1, m = 2. Observe the surgeries
performed below do not affect L2 so if we reduce πάUΊ) to ^ the
same argument can then be used to reduce ^ ( t ^ ) . The case m ^ 3
is similar.

Let λ: V W J be a smooth map with λ~L(0) = dV±. Define W; =
{(v, t) e F x x I 0 ^ ί ^ λ(ί)}. TFΊ is a manifold with boundary V,(0) U
FL(1), where Vx(e) = {(v, ί ) | ί = eλ(ι )}, ε = 0, 1. Also W, has a corner
along V;(0) Π Fx(l) = dV1 = Xx. Each F^ε) is diffeomorphic to F l β

Let Fi(ε) be the complement in Fx(ε) of an open smooth collar of
dV^e). With the aid of the framing of Vx we may embedd W1 so
that VM = F x . Let 2\ be the closure of U - Wx with boundary
dW, + (X2 x S1). We define maps vίε): V, --> T,(ε = 0, 1) by V1 =
V^ε) (zdT.c: 2\. Let Gx = ^ ( Γ J , JÊ  = ^ ( F J . Then we have induced
homomorphisms v[ε): ΈL^ —> Gλ.

Notice that if we identify Fx(0) to Fx(l) in Tί9 we obtain U so
τr1 = π^U) is an HNN extension [9; § 5.1],

Define l\Hγ~* Z by Z(α) = ϊ(α, X2), the linking number of a and
X2 in Sn+2. If i = 0, h:Φ -> π is an isomorphism, where h(xt) — μi

for some choice of arcs 7* [3]. If I Φ 0, let iΓ = ker Z, a a gene-
rator of HJK. Since JEZΊ is the semidirect product K x (HJK), we
may assume α e i^ . Define δ(fe) = λί1)(fe)λί0)(fe-1), and let R = Nπi{ivί0)(h):
h e Hx} where i: T1dU induces i: Gx —• TΓ̂

Since [vίυ(fc), ^Γ1] - δ ^ ) ^ - 1 ^ ! ^ ^ ) ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ ) ) ^ , it follows that δ(k) e

Every element of Gx is a product of conjugates of δ(k)(k e K)9

d(a) and h(x2). Also ΐδ(α:) = [ivlυ(α), α J . In particular, vlo)(A;) is a
product of conjugates of the above elements. Since l(k) = 0, /&(#2)
and δ(a) occur with zero exponent sum and so ivίo)(k) 6 [R, πy],
i2/[JB, TΓJ is then 0 and by [11; (2.1)], H2(πJR) = 0.

Consider Z7 x /; attach 2-handles to U x {1} a long representa-
tives of the ίv{ι](k). It is necessary to attach finitely many handles
because K is the normal closure of finitely many elements in Hx.
In fact, both H± and HJK are finitely presented [7; I]. The result-
ing space Mr = £7 x IU (̂fe?) has fundamental group 7̂ /22. Since
H2(πJR) — 0 all its second homology (which is free abelian generated
by the handles (hi)) is spherical [5; §1] that is the generators of
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the 2nd homology can be represented by spheres which, since n^Z,
can be taken to be embedded.

Attach 3-handles along these embedded spheres to obtain ikf" =
U x IU Σ(hl) Π Σ(ht) which by standard arguments is the comple-
ment in Sn+2 x / of a concordance between L and a link L" which
admits Seifert manifolds V[\ V2 and πt(V") = Z, V" ^ V2. Repeat-
ing this argument for V2 we may assume L is concordant to a link
Lr with manifolds VI, V2 with infinite cyclic fundamental groups
generated by aγ and a2 respectively. Represent at by a loop α<:

We may assume α< extends to an embedding D2 —> Z7< which
misses VI althogh it will intersect X, (j Φ i), since l(at) Φ 0.

If α, does not intersect, let /3 be a loop in U with linking
number -~l(aί9 X2) with X2 and linking number zero with Xχm We
may assume β Π Vx = 0 . Let τ be a tubular neighborhood of /S,
τ ^ β x Z)n+1. We may alter K to FL#dτ the connected sum of VI
and dτ along a tube that joins them and that is disjoint with X2.
Now fttiViftdτ) is free in two generators at and β and α ^ has zero
linking number with X2 so it can be eliminated as before.

The new link admits a Seifert manifold with infinite cyclic
fundamental group generated by β. Since β bounds a disk in Sn+2

disjoint from Xx the assumption on at is possible. A similar process
for V2.

Clearly if at extends to a disk in Uif πt( Ut) = Z. To complete
the proof we have to fulfill condition (ii) of Lemma 8. We work
with m = 2 and use the technique of [5, p. 246] to construct an
infinite cyclic cover 1^ of U by taking a quotient of the disjoint
union of copies Yn of U cut along V1 with identifications {Vf)n =
(Vr)n+ι (loc. cit.). This cover is associated to ^ and H^ *& Z[xlf

xi1]. Let V2 be the lift of V2 to U,. By cutting Ux along V2 and
repeating the construction we obtain a cover IX of U associated to
&! Π &2 — [π19 π j and HtU contains Λ = Z ^ , α?2, xf1, ^Γ1] ^ HXΦ2 as
a direct summand. In fact HJX = Jff^^i, TΓJ) = ff̂ Φg) 0 ikί for a
certain /1-module ilf. Since H2(U) = 0 we obtain from the spectral
sequence for II that M®Λ Z — 0 and so every element of M is of the
form m — {x1 — l)m1 + (x2 — ΐ)m2. If y is a loop in U representing
m then # is of the form [x19 y^[x2, y2] for yl9 y2 loops representing
elements in M. Thus if we attach 2-handles to U x {1} to kill M
we observe that the resulting homology is spherical since the new
relations are products of commutators of themselves. This means
our surgical argument can be repeated once more to insure that
h: fli(Φ2) ~* -Hid î* ^i]) ίs &n isomorphism.

In the remaining part of § 4 we assume m — 2 although similar
results hold for all m.
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COROLLARY 12. Every link Sf is concordant to one £ff which
has mutually disjoint Seifert manifolds.

Proof. We may assume that if Uf = UL, then h:Φ->π(U') is
an isomorphism, where &" is the link found by Lemma 11. Con-
sider

U'

(12)

where p\: Xs x S1-^ S'VS1 projects onto the ith circle, j = 1, 2.
Triangle (12) extends if and only if the corresponding triangle of
groups

J id-\Φ—>Φ

extends, that is, if there exists an epimorphism q*m.π1(Uf)-*Φ
which is a retract of h. By [11; (3.1)] q* induces an isomorphism
q:π(U')—>Φ which must be the inverse of h. Thus (12) extends
iff h\Φ-+π(U') is an isomorphism. Using regular values of q: U'~*
SιW S1 we may construct disjoint Seifert manifolds by the same
method used in the proof of Lemma 11.

We say a link ^Sf is simple if we can find Seifert manifolds
yn+i Q JJ w-hich a r e ^-connected for n = 2q or n = 2q + 1. If n =
2q(q ^ 2) the Vt are (2g + l)-discs [5; III].

THEOREM 13. Every link of dimension n ^ 3 is concordant
to a simple link.

This is a consequence of the results of [3]. Similar definitions
and results for m ;> 3. For n = 2g, Theorem 13 generalizes [5;
III. 6].

REMARKS. (1) In [1] it is shown that group p = <&!, #2, 6: b =
[xί, δ][ίcf, cc2]> is residually nilpotent and not free if ij Φ 0. Map h:
Φ-> p defined by h(xk) = % is monic and p = Nph(Φ). By [5] p =
πΊ(ϊ7L) for some link ^ . Observe ^ι = Z bntc^=(x11 b: b = [x[, b\)Φ
Z if i Φ 0 as expected from Lemma 8.

(2) Similarly in [12] a link jSf:X-+S4 is found with πJJJ) =
Φ but h:Φ-^ 7Γi(ϊ7) is not onto. Again ^ = Z but ^ = <α, b: a2 =
δ3) the trefoil knot group as expected from Corollary 10.

(3) Cappell has pointed out two facts; the first is a
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PROPOSITION 14. Let Slf S2 be spaces with the homotopy type
of finite CW-complexes and let f:S1—>S2 be a continuous map. If
/*: HqζSy) —> Hq(S2) is an isomorphism for q = 1 and an epίmorphism
for q — 2 then τc(SL) is concordant to π(S2).

The proof is based on the naturality of Hopf's sequence

π*(S)ϋ > H2(S) > H2{G) > 0 ,

where G = π^S) (cf [5; p. 106]) which is used to verify that the
attached 2-cells that produce 2-homology actually generate spherical
homology.

The second is more serious: Lemma 3 of [3] states more that
it proves for odd dimensions. Theorem 13 is the best result possi-
ble. However Theorem 13 and the results of [2], yield a descrip-
tion of the concordance group for links.

( 4 ) Unfortunately our remarks do not work for links in S3;
the presence of longitudes ruins everything. In the Notices of the
Amer. Math. Soc. (24 (1977), announcement 77T-G15), J.A. Human
exhibits a 2-link £? with unknotted components, zero Alexander
polynomial (so μ(iu , ίr) — 0) which satisfies Φ Φ π{UL). If we try
to imitate the construction algebraically we obtain the group

(?! = (xu x2, α, b: a = h~γx%xγx^by b = a^x^x^a) .

Let c = axϊ1, d = bx2\ Then Gx has a presentation

(xlf x2, c, d: c = [xlf x2

xdx2\ d = [x2J x^cxj} ,

eliminate d,

\Xij X2j C, C — L^IJ *̂ 2 ι.'^2f Xi CX\\X2\/

= ζxlf x2,c:c = [x19 [xτ'cxly x2

1]})

and c e G^ by the Green-Zeeman argument. Naturally Gι is not
π(U) because of the extra relation [x19 λ] — 1 (λ = longitude) which
causes H2πt(UL) to be ^ 0 , and π^UΊ) is not an algebraic extension
of Φ — (xίy x2:). (Sf is however, nullconcordant). The key point is
that the longitudes λ are nonzero in Hι([πlf TΓJ) and so hypothesis
(ii) of Lemma 8 fails.
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